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FROM THE DESK OF CHIEF EDITOR 

It is a matter of great pride for us, to present to the readers, the Second Edition of the IMS 

Law Review: Student’s Edition of 2021, which is symbolic of the success of the First Edition. 

Our first attempt was received by the readers with such great appreciation and admiration that it 

made our task for the Second Edition paradoxically easy and difficult. On one hand we know 

that our efforts are rightly striking our goals and we need to proceed enthusiastically on the same 

path, on the other hand we are now laden with a responsibility to keep the trust of our readers 

intact by presenting a second edition that’s not just what they expect but something that far 

exceeds their expectations. And trust us, that’s what we have accomplished this time. 

Our Faculty Editorial Board and the Student Editorial Board have worked 

uncompromisingly on the Second Edition to bring to you, our dear readers, what is best, from the 

best and in the best possible form. Though this journal’s key focus is to provide the students a 

fair chance to get their hard work in research writing published, we also are mindful of the 

content we provide to the readers. We as editors aim at presenting the articles to you all, which 

have the potential to be a significant addition to your knowledge and learning.  

We hope that this Second Edition of the IMS Law Review: Student’s Edition will be 

another step forward in our journey together, towards our united aim i.e., promoting student’s 

academic excellence in the field of legal research and writing. 

In Solidarity 

Prof. (Dr.) R.N. Sharma 

Dean, School of Law 
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FROM THE DESK OF FACULTY EDITORIAL BOARD 

IMS Law Review: Student’s Edition (IMSLRW) is a non-profit, student reviewed annual 

publication journal. Law students all over face a paradoxical situation. On one hand they are 

encouraged by their esteemed institutions and faculties to be better in academic research and 

writing, while on the other hand, not many journals are willing to include their novice attempts in 

their publications. We at IMS Unison University School of Law believe, that students have the 

massive yet unexplored capabilities of brilliant academic research which needs to be polished at 

our ends.  For this very noble aim we have established IMS Law Review Student’s Edition, 

exclusively intended for students, which will provide them with an opportunity to continue 

healthy discourse regarding the relationship of law and public policy in the current scenario. It 

seeks to create a platform where there is a flow of ideas and thoughts regarding issues mutually 

relating to law and the contemporary legal issues. 

Since the Journal is dedicated wholly to the students, what can be better than to have an 

editorial board that is comprised of students themselves. This initiative thus, does not only 

provide opportunities to the young and brilliant minds of the student researchers but also give the 

students a unique experience of honing their skills as editors. At this point we would like to 

elaborate on the tireless efforts of our current Student Editorial Board in bringing to you the 

Second Edition of the Journal. Their outstanding contribution and commitment to the task has 

led the Journal to aim even higher in achieving what once was just a dream. As it is rightly said 

that it is the editor who adds the colour to the first draft, we applaud the skills of our Student 

Editorial Board in presenting to you all a myriad of academic research articles in their best 

possible form. 

We hope that the readers will find this well-crafted source of academic writings helpful in 

refilling their reservoirs of knowledge. 

 

 Wishing all the readers success and health!  

Faculty Editorial Board 
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FROM THE DESK OF STUDENT EDITORIAL TEAM  

From the success of our First Edition, it gives us immense pleasure and motivation to 

bring and introduce our Second Edition of IMS Law Review: Student’s Edition 2021.   

It is said that the first draft reveals the art and the revision reveals the artist, likewise the 

Second Edition of the journal blossomed into a meliorated version of the prior edition and fosters 

ingenuity, brilliance and novelty to unravel different legal issues and questions.  

The purpose of this journal is to provide a forum which could elevate the cogitations and 

ideas of different people of the legal fraternity by way of submissions in the form of articles, case 

comments and Legal essays. This edition has been incorporated with a wide range of topics 

showcasing numerous ongoing social, legal, and environmental aspects in our country including 

the debate upon unravelling the hijab, vestige of succession sexism, climate change and climate 

migration, violation of preventive rights by the women, prenuptial agreements, judicial 

interpretation of ‘consent' in cases of rape, a comparative study of different constitutions of 

India, U.S.A and U.K. etc. Through this, we aim to encourage the zeal of learning amongst the 

researchers from all the corners of the country.  

But, all the teamwork would have never been achievable without the guidance of the 

Faculty Editorial Board who have been the guiding path of our team and the support of which 

can accord us to reach new heights of recognition and readership. Also, we highly appreciate the 

contributions which has been made by the various authors from all the different corners of the 

country and further, wish to receive more contributions in order to assure a continued flow of 

knowledge.  

And, what is most precious to us is our readers recommendations and criticisms, the 

doors for which are always open. We look forward to your response.  

Hope the read to be delightful!   

With Love and Regards to Readers,  

Student Editorial Board 
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